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The implementation highlights will be discussed later today in AOE media's session, "Deployment
Pipeline for Magento Enterprise in the Cloud."

AOE media has sought Megneto Enterprise to host and scale to provide for the growing user
volume. This is solely because of the increase in demand caused due to the epidemic brought to
AOE media by Angry Birds.

Rovioâ€™s Business Development Director spoke to the press recently and said â€œSince the inception of
Angry Birds, our brand's explosive growth has led to more than 700 million downloads as of
February. To help us, we approached Magento Programmers and AOE media for a solution to
effectively handle the increase in demand of our webshop. We are pleased with the variety of tools
available on the platform that have allowed us to create a unique and seamless shopping
experience for our customers. Having the option to plug and play other capabilities gave us exactly
the flexibility we were looking for."

Rovio has now developed a fully-scalable solution according to its business needs and it credits
Magentoâ€™s flexible platform for the developments that have happened since it has joined hands with
Magento.

The added advantage of Magentoâ€™s platform is that it allows integration with Shipwire extension
which facilitates Rovio fulfillments services to automatically get the global warehouses managed.
This develops the efficiency of shipping which in turn optimizes cost and an increase in global
inventory availability.

With such rigorous developments in business for Rovio and AOE media they definitely needed
services from Magento which was provided and proved to be fruitful.
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